
ESCOM DATA

In an effort to improve service delivery, The Electricity Supply Corporation of

Malawi (ESCOM) Ltd has embarked on an exercise to update its customer

meter database by capturing location coordinates of all meters . ESCOM has

therefore deployed its personnel to collect this information from each

customer. This activity commenced on 31st July 2017 and is currently ongoing

with an expected completion period of 6 months.

CAMPAIGNS 

Towards Power All Day Everyday

For more enquiries or comments, please contact ESCOM MIS Project 

Management Office:

ESCOM House, P. O. Box 2047

Or Call : +265 1 822 228/457

Mobile: +265 888 208 311/ +265 212 822 000/+265 999 870 793/ +265 999 

953 913

+265 999 977 977

Email: emispmo@escom.mw

1. What are the long term benefits of the activity/project to Customers?

a.Quicker response to customer complaints especially to do with faults as the position of customer’s

metering equipment will be known based on the location coordinates gathered.

b.Based on location coordinates gathered, ESCOM will be able to know the nearest existing

distribution network to connect new customers hence provide the most optimal connection costs.

2. What data will ESCOM be looking for during the exercise?

a.GIS Coordinates.

b.Meter Type: whether postpaid or prepaid.

c.The Service Transformer to which the meter is linked.

d.Manufacturer of the meter installed on customer premises.

e.Meter Number/ Receipt for previous purchase of units/ meter card

f. Picture of Meter Customer Interface Unit

3. How will this help to improve ESCOM’s service delivery?

a.ESCOM will be able to plan and design a robust network grid as the number of meters attached

to each transformer will be known.

b.The amount of time spent tracing the location of a customer with a fault or outage and resolution

will be minimized as the network grid is readily available.

c.The data will be able to show transformers whose load exceeds the percentage specified and

hence allow for scalability.

d.Customers who are too far away from a transformer will be identified and corrections made

e.ESCOM will be able to effectively prioritize restoration efforts and manage resources based upon

criteria such as location of emergency facilities, size of outages, and duration of outages as they

can see the entire network.
4. What is required of ESCOM Customers during the exercise?

a.The customers are requested to allow the ESCOM personnel who are currently in the field to

access their premises and show them the location of the meter.

b.The ESCOM personnel should be allowed to capture the location and take a picture of the meter

using a hand-held device and nothing else.

c.In case the customer is not available, they can leave behind their meter smart card, their Token

device (Customer Interface Unit), previous bill or previous Token receipt with someone responsible.

5. How will Customers distinguish bonafide ESCOM staff from impostors?

The ESCOM personnel will be carrying the following two documents to show they are bonafide ESCOM

staff:

a.An ESCOM ID

b.An official ESCOM introductory letter.

6. What should customers do in case of any doubt?

The customers can contact the following Regional Coordinators who are supervising this project:

a.South-[Safina Abubakar-0999959635]

b.Centre-[McDowell Kumatso-0999968680]

c.North-[Laurent Nyirenda-0888708679]

7. Brief about EMIS Project

The EMIS project stands for ESCOM Management Information System . The objective of the project is to

integrate all ESCOM systems to enhance work coordination, efficiency and monitoring. Its advantage

to customers includes speedy service delivery from any ESCOM office in the country in respect of :

I. New connection application

II. Attending to reported faults

III. Updating of customers’ accounts

IV. Customer communication (enquiries, complaints etc.)


